
Commercial load Shape Disaggregation Studies

Three approaches are commonly used for estimating commercial building load shapes. The first is a pure
engineering approach using building simulation models. This approach is widely used, but it suffers from
the fact that engineering assumptions often diverge substantially from actual behavior. The second is
direct end-use metering. Because of the expense, direct metering samples are small, making it difficult to
draw general conclusions. The third is end-use disaggregation. This approach combines engineering
estimates with whole-building hourly loads, using a calibration or statistical adjustment algorithm.

This paper focuses on the end-use disaggregation approach and reports the results of two studies. In the
first study, completed for a southern utility, end-use load shapes were estimated for each of 450 buildings
in a statistical s~t;nple. The second study, performed for a mid-Atlantic utility, covered a of
government and office buildings.

In both cases, on-site audits are performed for a sample of buildings. a detailed
ana~lVSlS is completed for each building in the sample, using weather data for the survey year..
these results are reconciled with whole-building hourly loads, using a statistical-adjustment algorithm. The
result is a· set of statistically-adjusted end-use loads for each in the sample.. It is concluded that
this- is an economical and technically defensible method for commercial end-use load
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In the remainder of this paper, the analysis process is
described, and the resulting end-use load shapes are
presented.

Data Collection

The two data collection steps are sample design and
on-site data collection. These are described below.

Sample Design 0 For the southern utility, load shape
development took place after a large-scale on-site survey
project was completed. End-use load shapes were
developed for about 450 sample cases that were also
load-research customers or time-of-use customers.

In the office-building studies, sample design was
. performed using the following steps:

• DefInition of the Sample Frame. The sample frame
includes all office buildings in the service territory,
limited further to include only those customers with
hourly load recorders.

@ Stratification of the Frame. The qualifying accounts
are divided into smaller groups on the basis of three
criteria: (1) geographic location, (2) ownership, and
(3) size as ~easured by annual energy sales.

@ Selection. A list of customers is selected at
random from qualifying accounts in each of the strata.

@ Scheduling of Sites. the on-site visit is
scheduled. This involves locating a contact person fOI"

the site, obtaining the cooperation of that person, and
coordinating their availability with that of the survey

In each of the three on-site
surveys were These involve interviews with
maintenance personnel and visual inspection of the facility

a trained surveyor, with a mechanical engineering
background. For each si~e, the surveyor assembles
information about inventories of energy-using equipment,
energy and schedules for the

To a extent, equipment inventory data and
op~~ratm2 schedules reflect the judgment and experience of
the engineer conducting the survey" A medium-resolution
survey does not allow sufficient time for an exact
accounting of capacities and operating schedules for each

of equipment. As part of these data collection
whole-building data are plotted for typical

summer and winter days. These plots are provided to the

auditor, along with monthly billing data, to assist in the
construction of equipment inventories and operating
schedules.

The information gathered by the surveyor is compiled on
a single survey form, which includes the following:

@ Floor space utilization

@ Operating schedules

~ Building characteristics

@ Indoor lighting equipment

@ Outdoor lighting equipment

@ HVAC system information

@ Water heating eqlUpJt11e][lt

• Hot water use

@ Cooking equipment

@ Refrigeration eqlUpJt11e][lt

e Office equipment

• Miscellaneous electric equipment.

These data from the survey form are entered into a SAS
database for analysis.

Statistical expansion of this type of data set provides
estimates of floor space, fuel shares, equipment inven
tories, and energy intensities. These data also provide a
strong foundation for estimating annual, monthly, and

end-use loads~

Developing Engineering Estimates

Engineering estimates of hourly loads are based on the
inventory of energy-using equipment, the physical charac
teristics of the building, operating schedules, occupancy
patterns and hourly weather. Construction of these esti
mates is the first step in the end-use load-shape develop
ment process. A description of how engineering loads are
constructed for each end use is provided below.

Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioningo Heating,
ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) loads are
estimated using a full.hourly building simulation model.
(The term ventilation is used loosely to refer to energy
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consumption related to air handling.) This model calcu
lates HVAC loads based on weather, building character
istics, occupancy, HVAC equipment type, and internal
loads from other equipment as shown in Figure 3$

Office Office equipment energy consumption
is also modeled as a function of equipment. inventories and
operating schedules. To estimate total capacity,
information about the number and size of each type of
office equipment is collected as of the survey
process. Using this information, total office equipment
capacities are calculated.

The load values are by an 'V§J'''"J..UiI..lLU.j;..

prc~t1I~'s 1I1UH:lpller in each hour. This multiplier gives an
estimate of the fraction of office that is
OPt~ratm2 in each hour of the daYe

Typical connected load values give the load for an
equipment unit in typical use. These load values are
determined as the product of rated capacity and diversity
or cycling factors$ For the nameplate capacity of
a PC may have a value of 300 Watts, but the average load
when operating is about 115 Watts. The latter value is
used here.

applied to these connected loads give energy use at 100
percent of capacity during nighttime hours and zero
percent of capacity during daylight hours.

load are constructed
~1"U',m"1Ino the total rated capacity of the electric cOC.KllJU!

at the site to a usage for
eql.upme~nL The usage an estimate of the
fractio.n of on in any hour and also adjusts for
the normal factor of when it is
in use.

Non-HVAC loads include indoor
office

and xmsceHarleous electric
estimates of end-use are

n
and outdoor

water
loadse
discussed below.

The first step in calculation of HVAC loads is the
development of building zones. For each zone, the amount
of surface area, window area, internal wall area and roof
area are computed. Also, the thermal properties of the
surfaces must be provided. In these studies a simplified
zoning algorithm is used. It defines five building zones,
that include four perimeter zones and a core zone. Floor
space is allocated. to zones automatically, based on the
building dimensions and number of floors. End-use
eqluplmelt1t is allocated to zones based on the equipment
type and the amount of unconditioned space$

Once the zones are defined, heat transfer is
co]rnpute~ on an basis. Heat enters and leaves zones
as a result of several factors that include conduction, solar
raC11atlon, internal and infiltration. Using the heat
flows and thermostat settings, the model estimates heating,
cooling and ventilation on the
mechanical These are translated
into estimates of energy
,Q,f"1"lI ..... ll~:';i>;nl"l."'U elstunat:es'ij which. are based on eQIuplnellt

and size and agee

capacitythe estimate of ,.._r~1V"1l1ll"~n

from the detailed
includes the number of units

covers a wide range of
ecn.,nPJDellt from small domestic units to commercial
retn2:erBltlOln systems. Although refrigeration is

if end-use metered data suggest that energy
COIlsu.mJ;pt!Oln varies systematically according to the time of

and operating conditions. In particular, refrigeration
loads vary as follows.

of the survey, a
of inside the is

coHectede The surveyor also records observations about
the fraction of that is on at the time of
the on-site which occurs nonnal business
hours. based on examination of controls and
discussions with estimates are
de"elc)oed for the of use normal
OOt~ratmR hours and the fraction of that are on
outside of normal hours.

Indoor loads are estimated as the of the
total connected inside load and the schedule that

the of indoor on in any hour.

Outdoor Outdoor loads are estimated
in a similar manner. loads are calculated as a

of total outdoor capacitye Outdoor
HR;JltUJlg c~apalC1tV is defined in terms of hnl"llt-'I'iI"Ilrill' e(~Ullpment

1t'1't.7,oontnl''l.1 data. With few exceptions, the that are

® loads tend to be in the rnlin-{'IHV

hourse For small this reflects the pattern of
usage. For larger units, this reflects both the pattern
of usage and changes in condensing conditions for
remote compressors. In either case, actual refrigerator
loads exhibit hour-to-hour variation.

@ also have a seasonal COlnplDnt~nt.

This has two aspects. in tenIPeratlllre
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where the unit is located energy COIlsumpltlOJ[l.

for remote compressors, lower outdoor
lower energy due to

more favorable conditions.

® for laundry as based on the number of
of washed per which is collected

on the survey form. Water usage for laundry is
distributed over the .operating hours of the

@ Hot water consumption for food service is related to
the number of meals served. Hot water use for food
service follows the usage profile for equip-
ment with a one-hour to reflect the of
~ftP.:~nQ·Hn efforts.

cOIlsUmt~tlo~n for water heating depends on hot
water use, as well as the inlet temperature and the
delivery temperature. Energy consumption further depends
on system losses, which include tank losses and distri
bution system losses.

The water heating load profile is the sum of the energy
consumption due to hot water uses and the energy
consumption due to losses~

Electric Miscellaneous
electric equipment, such as elevators and water pumps, is
counted by equipment type and rated capacity. Load

In these load. Dr()nlc~S are based on
observed from end-use and the

variation is related to occupancy The
is converted to a load

assumm,g that the energy of
1l"o.t-_ n,Q,'i&"of'_~ is 20% than the smallest

® Hot water for pelrsonal h\T(np.1"~p.

on occupancy ~ The water usage
occupancy

Water Water is the most complicated of
the non-HVAC uses to modeL Water loads are
modeled as a combination of hot water uses and system
losses.. Uses are assumed to include peJrsonal

and sanitation related to food service.. These are
modeled as follows:



profiles are constructed by applying hourly percentages
created by the surveyors to the rated·capacity.

Statistical djustment

The purpose of the statistical-adjustment step is to refine
the engineering profiles developed for each building so
that they more closely conform to the actual energy
consumption and load profiles. The adjustment process has
the following general steps.

1. Develop and review case summaries,

2. Process whole-building hourly loads and engineering
estimates,

3. Adjust end-use profiles, and

4. Create a load shape database, and

5. Compress the data into 16-day and 48-day formats.

Develop Case Summaries. The survey database
provides detailed equipment inventories and operating
schedules for each building in the sample. This
infonnation is abstracted and condensed into a case
summary. This makes it easy to evaluate the adjusted
end-use shapes against the equipment inventory data and
the operating patterns in the buildingo

Process Whole-Building Proflles and Engineering
Estimates~ For each customer in the sample, load
research data provide hourly whole-building load shapes.
In this step, these loads are plotted for visual inspection.
Missing data and uncharacteristic data points are
identified, marked and excluded from further analysisG
These reveal and seasonal
electricity consumption patterns that provide important
information about the presence of certain types of
equipment, as well as their utilizatioDe

In addition to the actual loads, the hourly
engineering estimates are summed across end uses for
each This gives an engineering estimate of the
whole-building load.. These two sets of hourly profiles are
CO]tnP,are~d in plots such as shown in Figure 4.

For purposes of comparison, both sets of hourly data are
condensed into a summer/winter, weekday/weekend
format The sum of the end-use estimates, together with
the actual whole-building profiles, is presented in
Figure 50 This figure provides a comparison that illus
trates the objective of the statistical adjustment process:

OM Rohmund st al..

the engineering estimates must be adjusted to agree more
closely with actual whole-building totals.

Adjustment of End-Use Proflles~ 'The purpose of this
step is to use information available from the whole
building load shapes, the survey database, and the
engineering shapes to develop a set of end-use profiles
that agrees closely with the whole-building control totals.
The adjustment procedure is implemented at the
8,760-hour level. It is described below as a three-step
process. These steps are

1. Modify estimated HVAC loads for each building to
account for weather sensitivity in the whole-building
loads,

2. Statistically adjust non-weather sensitive loads for
each building, and

3. Adjust weekend end-use loads for each building.

Modify Preliminary Heating, Cooling and Ventilation
Estimates. The purpose of this step is to adjust the
engineering estimates of HVAC loads to more closely
match actual conditions by

• Modifying the operating hours of the HVAC
equipment, and

@ Adjusting the magnitude of the estimates when the
whole-building loads indicate smaller or l~ger loads
than the engineering analysis.

To do this, alternative estimates of weekday cooling,
heating and ventilation loads are developed. The estimates
are based on regression analysis of whole-building loads
and outside temperature. A separate equation is estimated
for each hour to account for differences in the use of
HVAC equipment over the course of a day. The equation
takes one of three forms:

• Parabolic, which provides a good description of
consumption patterns for customers with electric space
heating. For these customers, consumption increases
as the ambient temperature rises above or falls below
some threshold temperature..

• Linear with a positive slope, which provides a good
description of consumption patterns for customers
without electric spaceheatinge

e Linear with no slope, for buildings whose loads are
uncorrelated with outside temperaturee
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weeklcta"s and for weekends, the regression results are
for each hour of the day 0 6

shows a plot of load versus temperature for
selected. weekday hours. The vertical axis measures hourly
energy use in Watts per square foot, while the horizontal
axis measures te]jnp€~ra:tur,e3

The regression results are then used to develop weather
sensitive and non-weather sensitive load profiles for each

of the year for each building. This approach was
suggested recent work by Akbari, et aL (1988)0 These

reveal large weather-sensitive loads on hot summer
In addition, cold winter days have large weather

sensitive loads during morning hours, a pattern character
istic of heating loads.

Cooling Load Adjustment. The process of adjusting
cooling loads involves four steps.

@ Separating the simulated loads into temperature
sensitive and non-temperature sensitive components.

$ Calibrating the temperature-sensitive portion of the
simulated cooling load to the weather-sensitive portion
of the whole-building load$

@ Statistically adjusting the non-temperature sensitive
portion of the simulated cooling load.

@ Reassembling the total cooling load from its
constituent parts.

Commercial Load Shape Disaggregation Studies ... 3m 257
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Simulated cooling loads frequently have a. component that
is independent of temperature. In many buildings, internal
heat gains from people, equipment and solar radiation
exceed heat losses to outside air even on very cold days.
In these cases, a cooling load that is not weather sensitive
is This is illustrated in 1 which is a

collection of hourly plots of the simulated cooling -load
and outside temperature. The presence of a simulated
cooling load on the coldest days indicates a component of
cooling unrelated to weather.
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Ventilation Load Ventilation load are
adjusted only when are inconsistent with the whole-
bUllldllD2load In these cases, a profile that reflects
the activity of and cooling is con-
structed and applied to the ventilation load t~at result from
the engineering Ventilation loads are then
statistically with the non-HVAC end use loads.

of
Sensitive Loads. In this step, the non-weather sensitive
loads developed in the 'analysis and in the de-
composition of the loads are adjusted. Regression
analysis is used to estimate hourly and seasonal adjustment

These parameters can be estimated for
mdllVl.dwal end uses or for end-use groups. In the simplest

set of is estimated as shown
weather

There are two reasons to adjust the cooling load to
account for the weather sensitivity of the whole-building
loads The first involves the timing of HVAC equipment
ODt~ratlon and the second involves the magnitude of the
HVAC loadss Regarding this first the whole
bUlllQllD.2 loads may suggest the presence of cooling loads

hours when the simulation model yields nones This
occurs because often operate during hours when
the is officially ifclosed" . these periods,
..~ ...... r",."""",,,,,,, ec~urpment are The second
reason to the load is that
simulations sometimes underestimate or overestimate the
~P.111~1!t'n111ru of load to tel'lnD~~ralturle..

In the aC11Ius1tm~ent process, the weather-sensitive
the load is adjusted so that the tenrpe:ratllre·D lO!Ul

~.o.I.~lhl""''flot'1lhlll1!''h matches that of the whole DUl.lC1rD.2. The non-
sensitive of the load is and

sut)sequ~~ntJty added to the weather-sensitive of the
load~

x

+

adlustlmelllt D~U"alnet~ers 'I and

Metered load in d,
hour
Simulated. load for end use e in day d,
hour
Binary variable for season s,
Adjustment for end use e, hour
h,

=

=

=

=
:::::

C ::::::
S

where

loads are
a method similar to that used for

loads. !i-§I,::MU"1r111fll' loads can be estimated
wnOle-Ol1l11am2 data the difference between

on the ioa.d.-t:ernlPe:rat1ure curve and the
colder than the at which that

minimum occurs~

simulated loads either do not reflect
the true schedule of the or they
underestimate or overestimate the rela-

As of the reconciliation process, the
teJJ(lpe~ratur~~-h~eatlmg load is so it
matches the between and the



Unlike hourly calibration algorithms, this statistical
adjustment procedure does not guarantee a perfect fit.
Calibration algorithms force a perfect fit, which often
causing anomali~s in the end-use load shapes. The
statistical-adjustment procedure used here provides
plausible results that are consistent with equipment
inventories and metered whole-building data.

Review Adjusted Shapes. An example of the final end
use load shapes is presented in Figure 8. A set of graphs
showing the end-use composition of whole-building loads
for selected daytypes is presented in Figure 9.

The result of this process is presented in the before and
after graphs in Figure 10. The solid line represents the
actual whole-building control totals. The dashed line
shows the results of the end-use load shape adjustment
algorithm.

Develop Load-Shape Databasee In this step, the
adjusted end-use shapes for each case are organized into a
load-shape databases There is one data file for each
customers

Each of these cases has an expansion weight. Individual
cases in the sample can be expanded to give population
estimates for various segments. Examples are end-use load

and rate class.

.'nn'1.nF~d?,f1.~ Data The final
end-use databases contains 8,760 observations for ten end
uses. For obvious reasons, a compressed data presentation
format is necessary 0 A of load-shape formats are
used, ranging from "two-day" formats to "48-day"
formatss The format consists of four daytypes for
each season of the year. These are (1) a typical
weekday, (2) a weekend a cold weekday,
and (4) a hot Wet~keulv

Based on this daytype mapping, a profile for each daytype
is constructed by averaging the loads in each hour across
days. This is the format depicted in Figures 8 and 9.

onclusion

The end-use disaggregation approach described above
offers an economical approach for developing reasonable
end-use load shapes for individual customers in the
commercial sector~ This approach works .well for the
following reasons:

@ Analysis is performed on a case-by-case basis, with
data review at beginning, middle and end of the
analysis process. Reasonable results for individual
cases insure reasonable results at aggregate levels.

e load shapes are developed for each end
use, not just for HVAC. Each end use is modeled
using equipment inventory data and operating sched
ules that are relevant to that end use and that are
consistent with observable facts at the siteo

@ The auditors are provided data on monthly bills and
typical-day load shapes for each site. This provides
valuable background in determining equipment
operation levels and scheduless

@ Preliminary end-use profiles are statistically adjusted
rather than calibrateds While it does not insure a
perfect fit, it does prevent anomalous results for
individual end uses on specific.daysor daytypess

In future research efforts, this approach will be applied to
sites for which end-use metered data are availables These
data will be used to refine the engineering equations and
to validate the procedure.

Each of the year is aSS:lgIled to one of these .Nft"9tYh7'l"'I>4C'J

on the basis of the criteria:

@ Based on a review of weather _<I'lli"i"&:!>1l""Il~Cl

defmeds
seasons are

ckno ledgments

This paper is based on the method used and the results
from load-shape development efforts at Florida Power &

and Potomac Electric Power Companys

@ The calendar is used to lll.r!l.o.,1&"l'dr'1l'li'"'8:7 weekend days in each
season..

® Weather are analyzed to defme hot, typical and
cold weekdays. In each season, about 20% of the days
with the temperature are defmed as hot days.
About 20% of the days with the lowest average
tenlpe,ratlure are defined as cold dayss The remaining
days are defmed as typicals
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